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ABSTRACT. A basic problem in the design of Wireless Mesh Networks 

(WMNs) is presented by the choice of renewable energy for the communica-

tion problems in remote regions and post-disaster reconstruction areas. Since 

the cost and performance are take into consideration as the needs to address 

the inadequate capacities of links and time-varying traffic demands. In this 

paper, we aim to find a trade-off between the higher time-varying traffic 

throughput and lower energy consumption. We propose an optimal approach 

using particle swarm optimization (PSO) method by formulating this problem 

into a numerical optimization problem which takes the battery’s charge-

discharge constraint into consideration firstly. As a further study, an accelerat-

ed approximation that computes this optimal problem for larger cases is put 

forward. Finally, the efficiency of our proposition is proved by numerical re-

sults. 

KEYWORDS: Wireless mesh networks, Energy consumption, Energy efficient, 
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1 Introduction 

The research on green networking has become one of the most important research 

areas as power consumption continues to rise[1-3]. Different methods to reduce the 

power consumption in different kinds of networks have been put forward in the 

literature [4-7]. A survey of transmission power control algorithms for cellular net-

works can be found within [4], they study the convergence property of an iterative 

power control algorithm and obtained sufficient conditions for convergent. [5] pro-

pose an energy-efficient secured routing protocol in MANETs provides security for 

both link and message. [7] presents a novel routing protocol named Game theory 

based Energy Efficient Clustering routing protocol (GEEC) which adopted evolu-

tionary game theory mechanism to achieve energy exhaust equilibrium. 

Recently, pertinent works on energy efficiency are given in the context of Wire-

less mesh networks (WMNs) [8-12]. Authors in [9] propose an optimization ap-

proach based on an ILP model that minimizes power consumption while ensuring 

coverage of the active users and enough capacity for guaranteeing quality of service. 

Another energy optimization study is proposed in [10], where hybrid modulator 

methods and power plans are take into consideration. [11] proposes a novel configu-

ration for energy management in TDMA-based WMNs. A key distinguishing feature 

in [12] as an extended work of solution is online flow-based routing approach since 

existing flows are dynamically consolidated or even re-routed at fixed intervals ac-

cording to live arrival and departure of mesh clients. 

In this paper, the ultimate goal is to economize a lot of energy by optimize the 

network energy consumption model while the traffic demands must be realized. The 

first contribution of this work is to provide a deep effective penetration on the mod-

elling of WMNs while the object is to minimize the energy expenditure and the 

throughput demands are guaranteed as the same time. This simulation contributes to 

the strategic decision whether a node would be sleep or working in the different time 

slot during the day. The second program is related to solve the energy-throughput 

problem and obtain the optimized parameters using PSO algorithm. Then, we pro-

pose an APSO which allows us to solve exactly medium size WMNs quickly, and 

compare the two fast and accelerated approximate methods. At last, we discuss the 

energy saving performance of our schemes. 

2 System model 

2.1 Network model 

Consider a WMN with N nodes spread out in a two-dimensional geographical 

area. We denote the network topology with an undirected graph G(V, E), where V 

(V={v1, v2, v3, … ,vV} , |V|=V) is the set of nodes and E is the set of wireless connec-



tion links between nodes. The V has two subset where VG (VG={g1, g2, ..., gG}) is a 

sub-class of gateways and VMR (VMR={m1, m2, ..., mM}) is a sub-class of mesh routers.  

Time-slotted system is used in this paper. The considered interval is [0, T], and is 

divided into discrete time samples t={t0, t1, t2, …, tT}, where tk (kϵ{0, 1, …, T}) is the 

index of time slot. Let Ci,j(tk) (i, j ϵ{0, 1, …, V}) denote the capacity over a wireless 

link between nodes (vi, vj) in tk, and Si(tk) be the operating status of node vi in tk, then, 

 , max0 ( ) ( )i j k i kC t C S t  
 (1) 

 , max0 ( ) ( )i j k j kC t C S t  
 (2) 

Where Cmax denote the original capacity of link (vi, vj), and Si(tk) is a boolean vari-

able. If vi is active in tk, Si(tk) is 1; otherwise, Si(tk) is 0. 

2.2 Energy model 

For each node, the input energy is composed of solar energy input as which is one 

of the common environmental energy sources and is more regular than wind energy, 

and AC power that are mainly used for continuing operating and active subcarriers. 

And the remaining energy is stored in the battery [13]. The continuing operating 

energy consumption comes from the radiators, AC-to-DC rectifiers, machinery 

movements, etc. As another factor contributes the energy consumption, the subcar-

rier energy consumption is determined by the number of active subcarriers and each 

subcarrier’s requirement. Let Pi(tk) denotes the entire energy consumed by node vi in 

tk, ni(tk), es and e0 respectively be the number of active subcarriers in tk, each subcar-

rier’s energy requirement and continuing operating energy consumption respectively. 

Thus, the total energy consumption Pi(tk) could be calculated as follows: 

 0( ) [ ( ) ] ( )i k i k s i kP t n t e e S t      (3) 

As shown in the equation (3), Pi(tk) is determined by Si(tk): if the node is active, 

the constant operating and subcarriers consumption are take into concern, otherwise, 

there is no energy consumption when the node is inactive. It is deserved that the 

number of active subcarriers Si(tk) should be not more than the N. 

As mentioned before, the input energy of each node is divided into two parts, one 

comes from the solar energy and transform facility, another is from AC power grid. 

As we known, the solar energy harvesting abilities is not stable because of the 

changing external conditions. When the solar energy is insufficient, the AC power 

would be the dominating input energy. Let Hi(kt) denote the total input energy dur-

ing kt of node ni, that equals the sum of solar energy input and AC power input. 

 ( ) ( ) ( )solar ac

i k i k i kH t h t h t   (4) 



In addition, each node has a battery as an extended device for storing the remain-

der energy. Let Bi(tk) be the residual energy of node vi’s buttery at the time begin-

ning of tk, it is equaled the last time residual energy Bi(tk-1) plus the energy input in 

tk-1 (Hi(kt-1)) and minus the corresponding energy consumption (Pi(tk-1)). Also, Bi(tk) 

should not more than the battery capacity which we can note Bi
0
: 

 1 1 1( ) ( ) ( ) ( )i k i k i k i kB t B t H t P t      (5) 

 00 ( )i k iB t B   (6) 

 ( ) ( ) 0 ,dis chg

i i kP t P t t t i V       (7) 

Eq. (7) is a charge-discharge constraint for the battery as Pi
dis

(t) denotes the dis-

charge power of the battery and Pi
chg

(t) denotes the charge power of the battery and t 

denotes the point in time slot tk. This constraint ensures the battery can’t discharge 

or charge in the same time. As the constraint is a complementary problem, relaxa-

tion factor Ɛ is produced to solving this problem. 
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  ， ，
 (8) 

2.3 Traffic model 

Due to the limitation of the available energy and network capacity, the node can-

not activate all the subcarriers simultaneously at all times. Assume that the upstream 

data flow of node vi is ui(tk), r
0
 note the achievable transmission rate of an active 

subcarrier. The ui(tk) should satisfy the following equation: 

 0( ) ( ) ( )i k i k i ku t S t n t r    (9) 

Thus, the system throughput in tk , notes U(tk), is composed of all the nodes’ local 

data traffic ui(tk), as the following: 

 ( ) ( )
i

k i k

v V

U t u t


  (10) 

For each node, the throughput is qualified for data relaying of other node. As-

sume that ui,j(tk) is the actual total traffic via link (vi,vj), therefore, it should be less 

than the link capacity: 

 , ,0 ( ) ( )i j k i j ku t C t   (11) 

As another description, we define the node vi is interfered from vj whether ||vi-vj||

≦Ri (where Ri denote the interference range) and vi is not the intend receiver, which 



extends the physical interference model of [14]. Recall that the ||vi-vj|| is the Euclide-

an distance between node vi and vj. 

Also, the traffic model is subject to the following constrains (12)-(18), where 

Ci(tk) denote the anticipated uplink data traffic of vj during time slot tk. Eq. (13) in-

sures none data relaying over a inexistent link. Eq. (12) is also an mathematical ex-

pression of the link capacity constraint. 

 0 ( ) ( ) ( )i k i k i ku t S t C t    (12) 

 , G( ) 0 , Vi j ku t i j    (13) 
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Eq. (13) guarantees the gateway is the last node of a link in the process of traffic 

routing and has competent capacities to upload all the received traffic. Eq. (14) and 

(15) eliminate loops while routing a flow. Eq. (16) guarantees the flow could be 

routed to gateways successfully and eventually. Eq. (17) is a causal information of 

the flow continuity, where the Mi,j(tk) denotes the traffic load in tk. Eq. (18) is a con-

straint for path length, H is the upper limit of each flow’s hops. 

2.4 Optimization problem 

From Eq. (10), each node’s data traffic for system in time plot kt has been mod-

eled eventually. Now considering the whole time period [0, T], all the system traffic 

in each time plot tk make up the system total utility. 

 ( ) ( )
k k i

k i k

t T t T v V

u U t u t
  

    (19) 

After the analysis of the previous works, our primary objective is to maximize the 

system utility u by selecting the parameters Si(tk) and ni(tk) legitimately. In another 

side, considering the energy consumption model since the energy is limited. The 

total system energy consumption which should be minimized is counted as follows: 



 ( )
k i

i k

t T v V

p P t
 

  (20) 

In this paper, we present a weighted optimization problem as a combination of 

the total system utility and the total energy consumption. Since both of the u and p 

are non-negative and p is positive, the optimization problem can be denoted as (21). 

We adapt a and b to different weighted coefficient for the total system utility and the 

total energy consumption. The sampling interval is set to be one hour [15] 

 
: max
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a u
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3 Optimization 

3.1 Using PSO method 

It is obvious that the optimization problem P is non-linear since there are many 

nonlinear constraints existed (i.e., Eq. (3)). Assumed the traffic load for the system 

and input solar energy are normally distributed throughout the day with mean 12 and 

variance 6. Then the feasible regions of parameters are denoted and problem P is 

transferred into a precede form. P becomes the following equation: 
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  (22) 

Note that P1 cannot be accumulated by each node’s traffic divide energy con-

sumption itself because the energy consumption could be zero if the node is not 

active. Accumulations must be calculated on the molecular and the denominator 

separately, and P1 is finally operated by the division. 

Since the PSO is a stochastic procedure, the stop condition has to be defined as 

the maximal generations are accomplished (or the value of global best fitness and 

zooid best fitness are unmodified). Finally, the algorithm figures out every node’s 

operating status Si(tk) and maximal supporting subcarriers Si(tk) in time tk.  

3.2 Using APSO method  

As an essential step of PSO algorithm, the global best and individual best are 

used during evolution process. The introduce of individual best increases the diversi-

ty of the solution. However, this diversity can be simulated or achieved by using 

some randomness that could accelerate the convergence of the algorithm. A simpli-



fied version is to use the global best only, we can write the location update process 

in a single step as 

 i k 1 i k i k

i k 1 i k i k

S (t ) S (t ) β[gbests - S (t )] αr

n (t ) n (t ) β[gbestn - n (t )] αr





  

  
 (23) 

As Eq.(23) shows, the velocity does not appear as there is no need to deal with 

the velocity vectors initialization. Here the introduction of stochastic term ar makes 

the system have the ability to escape from any local optimum, while the a is a con-

stant that is related to the size if problem, and r follows the probability distribution. 

Typically, α= 0.1L to 0.5L where L is the scale of each variable, while β = 0.2 to 

0.7 is sufficient for most applications. 

Fig. 1. Calculating times of the two algo-

rithms for growing scale of networks 

Fig. 2. Minimum generations of the two 

algorithms for growing scale of network

 

Fig. 3. Best fitness of the two algorithms 

for growing scale of networks 

Fig. 4. Fitness modifying using the two 

algorithms for 144 nodes network 

Fig.2 shows the different calculating time needed for different scales of network 

scenarios: 25 nodes (Grid 5×5), 49 nodes (Grid 7×7), 100 nodes (Grid 10×10), 144 

nodes (Grid 12×12), 225 nodes (Grid 15×15), 400 nodes (Grid 20×20), with the PSO 

method and APSO method respectively. Each node in scenarios are on a square grid 

and the gateways are in the four vertexes so that the node density is always the same. 

Note that both of the two method’s max generations equal 200. The computations 
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time of the two methods do not have much difference for the small scale networks. 

With the network scale becomes bigger, the computation time gap between PSO and 

APSO becomes bigger too. 

Fig.3 depicts the minimum generations of the two algorithms when the value of 

global best fitness and zooid best fitness are maximum and unmodified. From Fig.3, 

most network schemes are need more generations for optimize using APSO method 

than using PSO method. This is because the APSO method only use the global best 

and the velocity vector is abandoned too. These simplifications make APSO method 

more stochastic than PSO method. 

Fig.4 shows the best fitness form different networks using the two methods respec-

tively. From Fig.5, the best fitness optimized with PSO method is more stable than the 

APSO method because the APSO method makes the algorithm more randomness. 

APSO method searches feasible solutions in a wider area that makes the fitness value 

modifying more precipitous (seeing Fig.5 as an example for 144 nodes network).  

4 Performance evaluation 

In case for testing the system performance, we also demonstrate the expression of 

Naive formulation which focuses on maximum the total throughput as well as ne-

glects the energy conservation. Parameters are listed in Table 1. 

Table 1. Experimental Parameters 

Fig. 5. Network topology used 

in performance evaluation 

We consider a scheme with 20 nodes, 4 of which are gateways. Each node is con-

nected to its neighbor nodes via a microwave link or long distance Wi-Fi. The band-

width between two adjacent nodes is randomly selected between 50Mbps and 

250Mbps, according to the instructions in product manuals. We set e0=712W, 

es=1.06W and ni=600 r0=0.5Mbps based on the measurement in [15]. The battery 

capacity Bi
0
 is 2kW, and the initial battery level approaches 100%. We assume the 

maximum output power of solar energy transform facility in every node is 127W. The 

maximum hop sets 8. Fig.5 shows the network topology in our cases. 

Parameter Value 

t0 

Operating power (e0) 

1 hour 

712W 

Number of time slots (k) 

Power consumed by per subcarrier (es) 

12 

1.06W 

Number of nodes 20 

Number of Gateways 4 

Number of subcarriers (ni) 

Rate per a subcarrier (r0) 

Maximum hop 

6×100 

0.5Mbps 

8 

Battery capacity (Bi
0) 2kW 
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Fig. 6. Numbers of active nodes                Fig. 7. Total system throughput 

 

Fig. 8. Total system energy consumption     Fig. 9. Energy consumption per megabit 

For each node, we suppose the desired data flow is selected from interval [20Mbps, 

50Mbps] and the gateways have enough capacity to upload all the received traf-

fic.Fig.6 depicts the number of active nodes at different times of the day with an illus-

tration. Accordingly, during low intervals, some nodes are underutilized. The schemes 

optimized by PSO and APSO methods have less active nodes than the naive scheme. 

Due to the uniform distributed traffic demands in geographical position, the numbers 

of active nodes with PSO method do not have many discrepancies in different hours 

of the day, and they have a little increase with the growth of the time. 

Fig.7 presents the total system throughput with three strategies during a half day. 

From Fig.8, traffic demands are proportional to the total system throughput. Because 

of the randomness of the APSO method, there are clear gaps between APSO scheme 

with excepted information scheme and the PSO one. 

Fig.8 shows the total energy consumption of the three strategies. As a result, we 

can see that the energy consumption with PSO and APSO scheme are both lower than 

the naive one, they increase with the traffic grows. Fig.9 sketches another contrast of 

energy consumption per megabit. It is apparent that the energy is more efficient with 

PSO and APSO scheme. 

5 Conclusion 

In this paper, we focus on the energy consumption problem for the WMNs with re-

newable energy. In order to minimize the energy consumption and guarantee the sys-

tem throughput, we propose a throughput-energy efficiency model which translates 

the conundrum into an optimal problem. Then we figure out the optimum solutions 

that realize the maximal throughput and energy-efficient using PSO method and 
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APSO method for large scale networks. Theoretical and simulative results show that 

the optimization problem can be solved by these methods and lower system energy 

consumption can be achieved. Providing energy harvesting (EH) capability to net-

work devices will receive more interests to prolong the lifetime on energy limited 

devices and to realize perpetual operation. 
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